
Security Services
Harness Security to Drive Business Growth
Security Services help you get the most from your different security programs and technology investments. 
Organizations that use services for security get access to consultants and technical experts to support their staff with 
the latest knowledge and capabilities. They also help improve time to threat detection and response. And, by reducing 
complexity, you’ll improve your ability to adapt to changing business priorities.

We collaborate with you to ensure we 
understand your business and know 
what matters most to you. We do an 
analysis of your current infrastructure 
for use when designing and developing 
your security solution. Based on our 
review we provide you with a 
comprehensive plan to address your 
needs, goals and long term objectives. 

Assessment Reporting

We leverage our deployment methodology 
and project team to deliver your project.
• Review purchased equipment and

statement of work
• Confirm the design and develop a

detailed document for implementation
• Schedule resources to deliver project
• System cutover and support

Let LookingPoint help in managing 
your security solutions. We can assist 
you with day to day operations with 
our support program. 
• Device monitoring
• Infrastructure security review
• On-call network support

Learn how LookingPoint can help today. Call us  at 925-566-3480  or email us at sales@lookingpoint.com

Network Assessments Policy Development and Review 

What We Do
Professional Services

• Assessments
• Design
• Implementation
• Project Management

Managed Services
• Reactive Support
• Proactive Monitoring
• Best Practice Review
• Technical Expertise on demand

Hardware Procurement
• International Delivery
• Over 5 Distribution Partners
• Lifecycle Management
• Real-time Order Tracking and Status Updates

The result? A reliable and consistent security experience 
enabled by our team of highly trained experts and their 
collective expertise. 

Deployments Support and Management

Our Services
Application Security Assessments 

Internal or external penetration testing  
is performed against network 
infrastructure to validate security 
controls implemented to protect against 
network based attacks. It also identifies 
gaps in the current security policy.

Architecture and Design

Applications are tested utilizing both 
authenticated and non-authenticated access 
to ensure a comprehensive test. Testing 
includes probes of the communication 
services, connections to operating system, 
business logic, and more. 

We will work with you to determine the 
elements to consider when developing 
your security policy. Our experts will 
then design a policy to protect your 
organization, minimize risk, and help 
track compliance.

Executive Summary
Address the overall security posture of the environment 
reviewed and highlight major findings 

Introduction 
Objectives and a description of specific tasks performed 

Testing Methodology 
High level description of methodology used for 
performing the assessment 

Identified Vulnerabilities 
Separated into sections for each task devoted to the 
findings, providing detailed information to the issue of 
concern and possible remediation or resolution

Conclusion & Recommendations 
Overall conclusions and recommendations based upon 
issues found during the assessment. This section also 
provides a more strategic, long-term view to combat 
any weaknesses discovered




